CEO's CONCLAVE ON
MANAGING EXCELLENCE WITH NEW NORMAL: CEOs PERSPECTIVE
DATE:- 18th JULY, 2020, TIME:-4.00pm-6.00pm
TENTATIVE PROGRAMME SCHEDULE
TIME

PROGRAMME

3.45pm-4.00pm

Registration and Joining of Participants for Webinar by Dr. Hemant Singh

(15 Minutes)

and running of SMS Lucknow Slide Show

4.00pm-4.02pm

Start of Programme and Welcome of Guests by Dr. Rekha Singh

(2 Minutes)
4.02pm-4.08pm

Playing of Institute Video

(7 Minutes)
4.08pm-4.12pm

Brief about the Institute by Dr. Manoj Mehrotra (Director SMS)

(5 Minutes)
4.12pm- 4.14 pm

Introduction to Dr. GK Pillai, Director and Advisor Walchandnagar

(2 Minutes)

Industries Ltd.(Panelist) by Ms. Sujata Sinha

4.14pm-4.16pm

Introduction to Mr. Hanuman Tripathi, Chairman and Mentor, Hashtasy

(2 Minutes)

Digital(Panelist) by Dr. Dolly Roy Choudhary

4.16pm-4.18pm

Introduction to Mr. Shujaul Rehman, Chief Executive Officer, Garware

(2 Minutes)

Technical Fibres Ltd.(Panelist) by Dr. Mahender Srivastava

4.18pm-4.20pm

Introduction to Dr. Chandra Mauli Dwivedi, Group CHRO, ESDS Software

(2 Minutes)

Solution Pvt. Ltd.(Moderator) by Dr. Rekha Singh

4.20pm-4.25pm

Dr. C M Dwivedi gives Context of the event and Brief about the theme

(5 Minutes)
4.25pm-5.10pm

Start of Panel Discussion moderated by Dr. C M Dwivedi.

(45 Minutes)
5.10pm- 5.50pm

Question and Answer from Media and Audience

(40 Minutes)
5.50pm-5.55pm

Concluding Remarks from Panelists

As governments make significant interventions

We are facing the century’s biggest crisis and

in response to the corona-virus, COVID -19

with correct strategy we can convert it into the

businesses are rapidly fine-tuning to the

century’s biggest opportunity. We need to

changing needs of their employees, their

establish personal touch with the employees and

customers and suppliers, while steering the

accept that flexibility and remote working is going

financial and operating challenges.

to be the new norm. Companies have realized that

With every industry, function and geography
affected, the amount of potential change to
think through can be overwhelming.

a lot of tasks can be accomplished by working
remotely from home certain critical skill sets need
to be developed and implemented. CEOs has to be

the role model and has to lead virtually,
School of Management Sciences, Lucknow
competency development is required. Ground
organized a CEO's CONCLAVE ON
breaking innovations taking place simultaneously.
“MANAGING EXCELLENCE WITH NEW NORMAL:
CEO's PERSPECTIVE”

in which the focus was identifying and
developing the leadership fundamentals that
enable adaptation and agility to face and
overcome the changing realities especially post
COVID-19.

Upside from the pandemic is Clean
Environment/Blessings from Nature. CEOs
should also create and outline any new changes the
company may be making to their remote work
policies. What we did yesterday is not going to
work today, it is a thing of the past clearly,
technology and new discoveries are here to stay.

Dr. Chandra Mauli Dwivedi
Chief Human Resource Officer

ESDS Software Solution Pvt. Ltd.

PROFILE
Dr. Chandra Mauli Dwivedi is currently
working as CHRO with ESDS Software
Solutions Pvt. Ltd. Prior to this he was
working as a Group CHRO of Fazlani Group
of Companies and President & Global Head Corporate HR and CSR of Datamatics Group
of Companies. He has over 27 years of
experience in the area of Global HR, CSR,
Outsourcing, teaching, training, research &
consulting functions. He has been on the
company Board of Directors.
Dr. C M Dwivedi has been President of HR
Infotech Association and also the President
of a leading Rotary Club under Rotary
International Dist. 3140.

Dr. C M Dwivedi is a recipient of the various
prestigious awards. To name a few: “Young
Scientist Award” from Ministry of Science
and Technology Government of India,
“Outstanding
Achievement
Award”,
“Exemplary Leadership Award”, “Special
Team Leadership Award” and Group Quality
Award for the outstanding and very valuable
contribution made to the business of the
Group companies. Rotary District Governor
honored him with Exemplary Leadership and
Excellent President awards. He has also been
honored with Prestigious J R D TATA HR
Leadership Award, Greatest HR Professional
of India, Most Powerful HR Professional in
India

Dr. G K Pillai
Director and Advisor

Walchandnagar IndustriesLtd.
PROFILE

Mr. G.K. Pillai, presently, Director & Advisor, of
Walchandnagar Industries Limited, Pune, is an
acclaimed management leader and is a well
known name in both, the Public Sector and Private
Sector industries and has a total of 47 years of
professional experience. Graduating from BITS,
Pilani, in the year 1973, Mr. Pillai started his
professional career with Instrumentation Limited,
Palakkad, (Kerala), as a Graduate Engineer
Trainee and worked there till 1994, where, he held
the position of Dy. General Manager. Thereafter,
he ventured into the Private Sector and was with a
U.S. Joint Venture – Fisher Sanmar Limited at
Chennai, where, he rose to become the Chief

Executive. Thereafter he also took over another
US joint venture- Tyco Sanmar
Ltd. Chennai as the CEO. After working there for
12 years, Mr. Pillai took over the reins of Heavy
Engineering Corporation (HEC) Limited, Ranchi,
- A Schedule “A” Public Sector of the
Government of India in May, 2007, as the
Chairman and Managing Director. The Company
was going through a very difficult phase; almost,
on the verge of closure. However, with some very
innovative management initiatives, Mr. Pillai
steered the Company out of the red and since then,
the Company has been making profits. Under his
leadership, HEC has come back to the national

and international limelight and has been
successful in forging strategic alliances and
making specialized equipments for the mining,
steel, nuclear and space sectors.In recognition of
his performance, he was bestowed upon with
several national and international awards,
including, the “SCOPE Excellence Award”in
October, 2009, presented by the Hon’ble Prime
Minister of India. Seeing the excellent turnaround
he brought about at HEC, with effect from
January, 2011, Government of India entrusted him
with an additional responsibility of Chairman &
Managing Director of HMT Machine Tools
Limited – another ailing PSU. During the one year
as Chairman & Managing Director, HMT
Machine Tools Limited, he was able to improve
the overall performance of the Company quite
significantly. After superannuating from both
these organizations on 31st December, 2011, Mr.
Pillai joined one of India’s most famous
engineering groups – Walchandnagar Industries
Limited, as the Managing Director & Chief
Executive Officer and continued in this position
for 8 years – from 27/2/2012 to 31/3/2020 In
summary Mr Pillai has been heading the following
5 large Public/ Private sector for a total of 20
years :

Manmohan Singh, on 15th October, 2009.

1. Fisher Sanmar Ltd. Chennai- US joint ventureCEO

He is also a keen Speaker and has delivered talks
in various national and international symposiums
and also to educational and training institutes all
over the country. Some of the talks / papers
delivered are as below :-

2. Tyco Sanmar Ltd. Chennai - US JV - CEO
3. Heavy Engineering Corporation ltd. Ranchi - A
schedule” A” PSU- Chairman & MD
4. HMT machine tools Ltd. Banglore- a schedule
A PSU- Chairman & MD
5. Walchandnagar industries ltd. Pune - MD &
CEO .
Mr. Pillai has been a recipient of various awards
and recognitions and some of them are as given
below :Awards Received :
i. Awarded “SCOPE Excellence Award” for the
year 2007-08 from the Hon. Prime Minister, Dr.

ii. Indian Nuclear Society Award for “Industrial
Excellence” in January, 2010.
iii. Bestowed with the “Outstanding Contribution
to the Industry” Award by The National Industrial
Conclave 2010.
iv. Awarded a Scroll of Honour by The National
HRD Network, in April, 2010.
v. Awarded the “BRPSE Turn Around Award”.
vi. Bestowed with the “Leadership Award” from
The Asia-Pacific HR Congress in Bangalore on 3rd
September, 2010.vii. Awarded the “Performance
Excellence” Award by Indian Institution of
Industrial Engineering on 15th June, 2012, at
Udaipur.
viii. Awarded the “ENGINEER OF THE YEAR”
Award by the Institution of Engineers (India) –
Palakkad, Kerala Chapter on 15th September,
2013.
ix. President of the Indian Institution of Industrial
Engineering, Pune Chapter

Talks / Papers Delivered :
i. Presented a Paper in the ASME Global Summit
in 2008 in Washington DC (U.S) – the only Indian
to get the honour.
ii. Presented a Technical Paper at the World
Technical Forum organized by World Foundry
Organization at Brno, Czech Republic in June,
2009.
iii. Presented a Paper on “Turnaround of PSEs at
VigyanBhawan, New Delhi, in April, 2010.
iv. Gave a valedictory talk on “Leadership” to
ASCI, Hyderabad, in October, 2010

Mr. Hanuman Tripathi
Chairman and Mentor
Hashtasy Digital Pvt. Ltd.

PROFILE

Mr. Hanuman Tripathi is an IT Industry
entrepreneur and top management professional.
He is presently an Angel investor, an
acknowledged Mentor and is the Chairman of
Hashtasy Digital Pvt. Ltd., a company founded
with his long-term colleagues. His career spans
over 35+ years commencing from Bradma and
HCL and rapidly growing at Tata’s Nelco and
Trilogy Software. He grew fast in sales &
marketing roles and reached top management
position early in his life. He founded Infrasoft
Technologies Limited, a banking software
company and led its growth in over 30 countries
as a CEO & Managing Director for two decades,
cultivating relationships with nearly 300 banks &
FIs. He was awarded as the Best Chairman for

midsize firms by Stevie Awards, NY, Best HR
Oriented CEO by World HRD Congress and won
numerous awards for his company in International
arena. Mr. Hanuman is the current Chairman of
NASSCOM SME Council and has been
associated with NASSCOM since 1996 as a
member representative from his previous
company. He has actively worked in Western
Region Council and Product Council for over five
years. Mr. Hanuman was also the Chairman of the
IT committee at Bombay Chamber of Commerce
for two years, member of education council of CII
West and was part of the initial council of iSpirit.
A Thought Leader in the Banking Technology
space, Mr. Hanuman has been a speaker in over
200 seminars & conferences globally .

Mr. Shujaul Rehman
CEO

Garware Technical Fibres Ltd.
(Formerly Garware – Wall Ropes Ltd.)
PROFILE
Mr. Shujaul Rehman is an MBA from Faculty of
Management & Research – AMU, Aligarh. He is
an Alumni of Harvard Business School &
Graduate of H.B.S’s Advanced Management
Program. With a keen focus on customer
centricity, seamless execution, and an innate
ability to gauge future trends and consumer

requirements, his goal is to ensure that the
company continues on its path of profitable
growth propelled by innovative solutions.
He has worked in various capacities in Cadbury,
Marico Industries and CEAT.

Dr. MANOJ MEHROTRA
(DIRECTOR)
SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT SCIENCES,
LUCKNOW.

Sir extended a warm welcome to the panelists,
moderator and participants and briefly touched
on the numerous achievements of School of
Management Sciences,Lucknow .
SMS started in the year 1995 in the holy city of
Varanasi and extended its reach to Lucknow, the
capital of Uttar Pradesh, in the year 2008.
SMS Lucknow strives to offer excellence in
quality education training and research in the
areas of management and technology. SMS has
been acclaimed at various National and
International/Global platforms for its innovative
practices and best in class education provider
and also has the testimony of the same.
SMS Lucknow has also featured thrice in the
Limca Book of Records for its achievements.
SMS
through
extracurricular
activities/sports/practically oriented pedagogy,
value added courses summer training/regular
industrial visits, live projects, seminars and
conferences shapes the students to be

independent/industry ready/global professionals
who have proved their mettle in the corporate
world. Clearly the need of the hour is to
comprehend these changes and carve out leaders
with a global perspective on economic,
technological, cultural and political interfaces
with business. We at School of Management
Sciences, Lucknow instill our students with the
strength of character, self-confidence, build
values of righteousness, technical competence
and develop the required skills to emerge as
business leaders. The commitment towards
imparting quality education, research and
training now stands certified by being awarded
NAAC B++ Accreditation in the first cycle. This
is a unique feat of having achieved this grade
among the institutes offering management as
well as technology courses.This webinar today is
an addition to the same and another feather in
our cap. Sir welcomed our Moderator and
Panelists of the event and requested to take over
the panel discussion officially.

Sir welcomed everyone and commented on the
Interesting theme and on how what is working
today is not going work in the immediate future
which is post COVID-19. It is extremely
important today to deliberate what we think are
new capabilities which need to emerge to
manage this new normal and also an attempt to
demystify this with the eminent panelists today.
Over night the onslaught of Covid-19 has
de-cluttered the vision of the CEOs ,and given
them a focused objective of survival and revival
in this pandemic state in which many businesses
are closing down and unable to survive.
Trust and confidence are the key to success and
excellence.
Q1 What are the top three biggest challenges the
nation is facing due to COVID-19?
Ans -COVID-19 came out of the blue and it
has impacted lives to livelihood, education to
economy ,trade to travel ,arts to business, across
the world irrespective of the level of
development .By the the middle of
March,Indian business community was in a state
of of shock. Coming to the three biggest
challenges that the CEOs are facing because the

pandemic has not come with a deadline.The first
and the biggest challenge is the survival issue,
this Pandemic has actually left the whole
business community , industrial organizations
perplexed regarding the future .
Second challenge is the conservation of cash the
pandemic has put pressure on money , nobody
knows how to conserve cash,the answer can be
by reducing expenditures, you have to look at
every receivable that is due to the company and
have to collect the money and no new
expenditures to be made can help our plight. The
third challenge how we actually motivate the
employees, talk to the people as the situation is
quite bad, the company may not be there, the job
may not be there so as to retain the people to
motivate them psychologically as they are in a
very bad shape mentally.It becomes very
important for the CEO to handle his employees
with love and care like his family to survive the
current situation.

Q2 In the midst of global pandemonium where
all the human assets are strained ,how to identify

those that will survive the crisis and thrive in the
post COVID 19?
Ans -The most important asset is the human
asset. As emotions are attached with human
assets it is very difficult to understand,especially
in this pandemic situation where nobody knows
what is going to happen.Questions like whether
his company will survive?Whether he will get
his salary?Will he loose his job?What will
happen to him? His family?
The only solution can be seen to be
communication with employees and being
truthful .Employees should be able to believe the
authenticity of the data being shared by the
CEOs.The need to motivate employees to think
for innovation and new ideas is of utmost
importance now.It will also give the CEOs
opportunity to understand who are the good and
sincere people in the organization in this time of
the pandemic.

The HR and CEOs thought process is
changing ,the remuneration policies are
changing.The changed atmosphere will
definitely help both the organization , the
employee and the productivity level.
The need to make the employees feel like family
and taken care of is imminent.Such changed
mindset will really help the organization to
survive grow and revive.
Q4 - What business opportunities can an
entrepreneur look forward to during this
pandemic and how to generate new sources of
income?
Ans- People rushed to stock food-grains when
lockdown was announced instead of hoarding
other things like petrol or clothes.Pandemic has
really thrown light on the idea that individuals
can look into entrepreneurship in agriculture
management or find ways to improve farming.

Q3 - How to maintain balance in supporting the
health of the employees as the pandemic threat
persists,increasing productivity of companies
with less staff and how to save cost due to
economic downturn?

Entrepreneurial skills can take you far ahead in
the game.Pure Science is going to come
up.Health care is an emerging area with
immunity boosting methodology doing rounds
on Social Media.

Ans - It is a dichotomy for the CEO on one side
to want survival of the company and second to
reduce expenses. The concept of employment is
changing to partial employment.

New and smaller areas to do far better than
working in an MNCs. GDP performance should
be looked at ,as it is a more significant parameter
to see how the country,how the business is
performing.

The concept of command and control is no more
valid.
Trust and Delegation concept is the need of the
day. The positive opportunity that has come with
the pandemic is that people can pursue their
hobby side by side.
Women employees who have lots of
responsibilities at home can gain by partial
employment concept.

In Conclusion the need of the hour is to look
after the welfare of the people, basic cleanliness
and personal hygiene have gone up and needs to
be maintained by one and all.First priority of
CEOS is to look after the employee safety.

CEOs need to come to the forefront to try and
help employees with the current challenges and
the correspondence with employees will have a
far reaching impact through ripple effect. It is a
time of uncertainty and many industries are
becoming obsolete with little or no chances of
recovery. It is a time for CEO fraternity to come
together and learn from each other and see how
best to support the employees and management.
Ability to influence in positive manner is a
critical role and the need of the hour.
Q1 What are the top three biggest challenges the
nation is facing due to covid-19?
Ans- In IT industry in comparison to Logistics
or manufacturing the impact has been less. We
have 4 million IT employees in the country
including of course those working outside the
country .
When the Janata curfew was announced 95% of
the industry moved to work from home in flat 15
days on a war footing, less problem we had but I
can feel the pain of the SMEs specially the the
manufacturing sector.The first challenge is
protecting the life, health and safety of our own
people because no matter how much we talk

about COVID-19 and economy can co exist the
risk to human life is too high. It is a terrible
situation as we don't know how the infection is
spreading .
Second issue is about reducing cost and
sustaining the organization to survive this
pandemic.The important thing is is not to take
losses too seriously in this period and to ensure
that you conserve organization in a manner it
can survive and grow in the future.
The third thing is that we have to recognize new
opportunities in Healthcare,Technology and
other emerging areas.Consider and find new
ways of working and new opportunity as well.
Q2 How knowledge industry can be impacted in
making people more productive and ready to
face the challenges due to COVID-19?
Ans- Brick and Mortar structures have been
modernized over a period of time only because
of IT and digital technology.
Example can be Video-Conferencing ,this option
was always available but no one used it in a big
way, as perception of expenses were quite high
in relation to bandwidth
requirements,equipments but this pandemic has

transformed this and video-conferencing has
become a household thing with even family
chats happening over the same.

We have to learn to appreciate that adversity is a
friend and we have to build adversity
management within ourselves.

Another issue is of Hardware troubleshooting ,
hence need arose to automate the process in this
pandemic, in a manner that people don’t come
and touch your workplace and still manage to
trouble shoot, huge automation is happening
there.

We should flip over the model ,need to fan out
and make students spend more time with the
corporate s rather than within the
complex.Students will be business ready by this
industry orientation.Focus on building
Entrepreneurial skills in students,a
differentiation created by you on which even big
B-Schools are not giving due emphasis.

On the HR and Project Management side
whether it is work
allocation ,tasks,reviews,performance
management,collaboration(the new term) is all
coming because of new technology.
One of the biggest challenge the IT Industry has
and everyone is focusing there now is on how to
create a real work-life environment in your
home so that you can work in a disciplined
manner in the same way as you were working in
the organization. Everything that we are doing is
on a public platform like
zoom ,facebook ,whatsapp ,youtube ,but all this
to come back in a secure manner in an
internalized area is a very critical aspect and that
is what technology will be able to deliver.
Q3 What will be the role of business schools like
SMS Lucknow in building future leaders? What
are the competencies required for them to face
the challenges post COVID 19?
Ans-Focus on building with resilience to make
them understand that business dynamics will
change without notice and the ideologies and
business plans, we build over a period of time
may undergo sudden changes.
Last 20 years we have seen four severe
downturns with loss of jobs, economy going
down,change in technology,markets have
changed completely.

Courses on Digital Technology and AI needs to
be included as a tool of knowledge
empowerment in all the courses and not as just a
colloquial term.
Students need to be aware of how the new
businesses are being completely transformed
with the use of new technology.
Q4 How is the job scenario going to change for
finance specialization?
Ans-Recruitment is still happening in certain
organizations. Future holds great prospects in
which youngsters are going to be inducted in
large numbers.Drastic changes foreseen in
wealth management and finance services.
Focus will be more to get yourself acquainted
with having to manage
compliances/governance/cyber security audit as
mix in IT and Finance.Mergers and Acquisitions
are going to be on the forefront.
In conclusion creating model of excellence for
future is important.Its alright to relax for
sometime but more important to be safe.Focus
on imbibing entrepreneurial skill in the students.

Q1 What are the top three biggest challenge the
nation is facing due to covid-19?
Ans- Corona pandemic can be compared to
World War which had a huge impact. Corona
has had a devastating impact on the economy.
The economy is crashing and has led to
reduction in GDP .There is an estimate that the
economy will shrink by 10 trillion dollars,
overall global economy. This is by far the
biggest economic disaster in the last hundred
years and in the last four months, the biggest
focus has been on business continuity. Everyday
there is a new challenge so how to ensure that
business is up and running .There were days
when there was no driver available ,even
Couriers were not being handled or sent.
Business continuity is very important for
organizations. Corona came at such a time that
two business cycles were impacted ie 15th
March . Mental health of employees is now in
question after sitting at home for a long duration
because of the lockdown.

Another big issue is of safety,do we push people
to discuss with clients because now even clients
don't want to to conduct meeting in person. The
third important challenge is to ensure that your
overall system is running and you are able to
complete your business cycle, this has become
very difficult because there are outstanding
payments, yet to be realized by many
organizations. The entire management of the
cycle has become a big issue,the new focus has
become survival from month to month instead of
earlier long-term goals.
Q2 Domestic e-commerce was more than 50
percent as consumers stayed home and did their
shopping online.How will this impact the

future business strategies of the business?

Ans- One big reason behind the growth in e commerce is that people don’t want to move out
and want everything at their doorstep as
security,safety threats are imminent. Small
businesses,retailers have also moved online now.

A behavioral change that is happening is that
people are buying/paying digitally.Economic
expansion of e-commerce activities will
continue and boom in the future.
Q3 Apart from environment and social equity
what are the other emerging areas of concern for
future organizations?
Ans-There has been an overall impact on India
and on the employees in all sectors.
The employee- employer relationship is going to
be more of a partnership now. Issues of mental
and physical safety are on the rise ? We are still
working on how to manage connect with the
new normal of work from home .
Communication becomes the key in this
scenario.
Proper communication channel needs to be
established within organizations.
Lots of SMEs will be unable to survive this
pandemic in turn toppling over many supply
chains hence an attempt needs to be made on
what kind of support can be extended to them by
the corporates.To ensure that overall supply
chain is not disrupted.

Please give your comments?
Ans- Retail expansion will continue to
happen.Retail will not be impacted, rather the
retail model will shift from brick &mortar model
to digital medium.
Current labour shortage is a short term thing and
will subside as the workers are being called back
by reassuring them the basic needs and
provisions for survival in the case of further
lockdowns.
We are going to have a V shaped recovery and
training of workers from outside the industries is
also going on.Need to scale ourselves for
sustainability.
One of the reason why the SENSEX is shooting
up is liquidity as there is a lot of money from
foreign and in India, real estate is not an option
so where do all the retail investors go?Liquidity
is driving this growth.
Companies who have long term sustainable
business models, good cash flow from Balance
Sheet,large and mid caps are doing quite well
and all of it cannot be an act of fabrication.

Q4 What is the future for retail businesses?

In conclusion,the light bulb was not made by
continuously improving the candle.

What is the future for production houses as most
of the skilled/unskilled labour migrated back to
their native place and very few are likely to
return to their old place of work?

Think Big. Certain sectors which will boom and
some will not do well.All we need to do is to
make the employees feel supported and prompt
response to the employees concerns.

Sir took over the panel discussion and smoothly
conducted the discussion by posing different
questions put up by participants,students and the
media houses and finally summed up. Some of
the important and relevant questions put up by
sir wereQ1 What are the top three biggest challenges the
nation is facing due to COVID-19?
Q2 In the midst of global pandemonium where
all the human assets are strained ,how to identify
those that will survive the crisis and thrive in the
post COVID 19?
Q3 - How to maintain balance in supporting the
health of the employees as the pandemic threat
persists,increasing productivity of companies
with less staff and how to save cost due to
economic downturn?
Q4 - What business opportunities can an
entrepreneur look forward to during this
pandemic and how to generate new sources of
income?

Q5 How knowledge industry can be impacted in
making people more productive and ready to
face the challenges due to COVID-19?
Q6 What will be the role of business schools like
SMS Lucknow in building future leaders? What
are the competencies required for them to face
the challenges post COVID 19?
Q7 How knowledge industry can be impacted in
making people more productive and ready to
face the challenges due to COVID-19?
Q8 Domestic e-commerce was more than 50
percent as consumers stayed home and did their
shopping online.How will this impact the

future business strategies of the business?

Q9 Apart from environment and social equity
what are the other emerging areas of concern for
future organizations?
Q10 What is the future for retail
businesses?What is the future for production
houses as most of the skilled/unskilled labour
migrated back to their native place and very few
are likely to return to their old place of work?

Over 1000 registrations and participants joined us, including representatives from research
institutes, academicians, consulting companies, students, and senior industry persons
registered and joined the webinar through ZOOM Platform, YouTube Live and Facebook
Live simultaneously.
The discussions gave rise to a few pointers for CEOS/ Entrepreneurs/ Industry Leaders:Global Pandemic hit us and paralyzed us and our economy.We have contained it well but it will be a
challenge to see how well we are able to face it as we are slowly limping back to normalcy.The farreaching impact of lockdown in these unprecedented times is difficult to predict.We were pushed into
unprecedented times and forced to stay at home which is not how it works usually. Issues around
relationships and violence at home came to forefront. Well-being related issues-Anxiety about futurereadiness. Psychological troubles/businesses got jolted. We reacted as we were not proactive we started
implementing organization wide BCP (Business Continuity Plan).We stumbled upon a new word called
WFH- Work from Home.There arose a need toNo one was prepared for lockdown and no one expected WFH to be the new normal. Managers are facing
productivity loss and HR are concerned about the well-being of the employees
Remedies offered











Guidelines need to be prepared mentioning the DO/ DONTS list.
Allow for leaves, counseling sessions for employees and leaders
Inclusivity is important.
Right tone and language while communicating.
Communication to play a vital role.
Right documentation.
Problem solving for issues.
Language needs to be controlled as the family might be able to hear the conversation.
Communication gap need to be bridged.
Unlearning and relearning need to be done.
Leaders should know when to intrude and when not to.

CEOs should also create and outline any new changes the company may be making to their
remote work policies. What we did yesterday is not going to work today, it is a thing of the past
clearly, technology and new discoveries are here to stay and there is dire need to rediscover the
old management principles and their applications in the current scenario.

Greetings were exchanged by all the participants through messages and the panel discussion
proceeded amidst the high-profile participation pan India with backgrounds rich academically
and seasoned industry experience. The growing concerns among participants of the crisis
situation and the economic turmoil we are currently facing were evident in the questions and
suggestions. The panelists made a sincere effort to touch on the questions and provide solutions
through comprehensive deliberations.
Few major takeaways on analysis came to forefront

















What we did yesterday is not going to work today, it is a thing of the past clearly, and technology
and new discoveries are here to stay.
There is a dire need to rediscover the old management principles and their applications in the
current scenario.
It is a time for CEO fraternity to come together and learn from each other and see how best to
support the employees and management.

Concerns were raised on the accessibility of our rural population and students to
technology and high speed broadband services.
New skills needed to be learned by fresh graduates to make their mark on the job front.
The major role and critical responsibilities of the business leaders were discussed on.
Skill and competency development in current employees should be a primary agenda now.
Concerns about lay-offs and cost cuttings by companies were raised and its impact on the
workforce was debated on.
The new emerging sectors were listed and a shift towards remote workings was predicted.
Discussions on the migration of Companies from China to India for operations could
open the door of opportunities for us once the pandemic subsides.
How can organizations manage the data security threats in the remote working scenario?
Better opportunity,online delivery of teaching is creating a big scope.
The opportunities in the Tier-2 and Tier-3 cities will improve considerably.
We are going to have a V shaped recovery and training of workers from outside the
industries is also going on.Need to scale ourselves for sustainability.
Retail will not be impacted, rather the retail model will shift from brick &mortar model to
digital medium.
Current labour shortage is a short term thing will subside and they are being called back
by reassuring them the basic needs and provision in the case of further lockdowns.
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